NEW YORK DISTRICT FOUNDATION KAISER FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM ORDER FORM

Please check the appropriate boxes

☐ Regular Kaiser – Initial $1000 donation

☐ Diamond Kaiser

Diamond Kaiser is an additional $1000 donation

Diamond Kaiser recipient must have a Regular Kaiser

☐ Elite Kaiser

Elite Kaiser Level 1 - additional $1000 - one diamond in a custom designed lapel pin
Elite Kaiser Level 2 - additional $1000 - two diamonds in a custom designed lapel pin
Elite Kaiser Level 3 - additional $1000 - three diamonds in a custom designed lapel pin
Elite Kaiser Level 4 - additional $1000 - four diamonds in a custom designed lapel pin
Elite Kaiser Level 5 - additional $1000 - five diamonds in a custom designed lapel pin

Elite Kaiser recipient must have a Diamond Kaiser

Regular Kaisers include: Lapel Pin, Banner Patch, Kaiser Medal and Kaiser Display Plaque and a Burgundy Jacket.
Diamond Kaisers include: Lapel Pin, Banner Patch, Kaiser Medal and Kaiser Diamond Display Plaque and a Camel Jacket.
The Elite Kaiser is a custom-design lapel pin with levels of diamonds.

KAISER JACKETS

Regular Kaiser Burgundy Jackets come in both Woman’s and Men’s sizes
See Charts 01 (Men’s) and Chart 02 (Women’s) for sizes

Diamond Kaiser Camel Jackets come in only Men’s sizes
See Chart 01 (Men’s) and Chart 03 for conversion sizes for Woman to Men’s sizes

NOTE: Jackets are not returnable. Pick you size carefully following the measurements listed on charts

Please Order:

☐ Burgundy Jacket (Regular Kaiser)
☐ Camel Jacket (Diamond Kaiser)
☐ Ladies Size
☐ Men’s Size

Men’s Jackets come in

☐ Regular
☐ Short 1 1/4” shorter than regular, sleeves 1” shorter than regular
☐ Long 1 1/2 Longer than regular, sleeves 1” longer than regular
☐ Extra Long 2 1/2” longer than regular, sleeves 2 3/4” longer than regular

Please send my Kaiser material and jacket to (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY):

Name ........................................................................................................................................................................................................
Address ......................................................................................................................................................................................................
City, State, Zip .............................................................................................................................................................................................
Contact Phone ............................................................................................................................................................................................

NOTE: Jackets come directly from factory. Sometimes they are in stock and sometimes they are not.
Allow at least 4 weeks to receive you Kaiser Fellowship package.

Send this form with your check made payable to NYD Kiwanis Foundation to:
Maureen Neuringer, 1685 Gianelli Avenue, Merrick, NY 11566 • Email: Mneuringer@aol.com
or Fran Howard at fran25howard@aol.com,

Thank you for supporting Kamp Kiwanis through our Kaiser Fellowship Program